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Abstract
An accurate understanding of the evolutionary history of rapidly-evolving viruses like SARS-CoV-
2, responsible for the COVID-19 pandemic, is crucial to tracking and preventing the spread of
emerging pathogens. However, viruses undergo frequent recombination, which makes it difficult
to trace their evolutionary history using traditional phylogenetic methods. Here, we present a
phylogenetic workflow, virDTL, for analyzing viral evolution in the presence of recombination.
Our approach leverages reconciliation methods developed for inferring horizontal gene transfer in
prokaryotes and, compared to existing tools, is uniquely able to identify ancestral recombinations
while accounting for several sources of inference uncertainty, including in the construction of a
strain tree, estimation and rooting of gene family trees, and reconciliation itself. We apply this
workflow to the Sarbecovirus subgenus and demonstrate how a principled analysis of predicted re-
combination gives insight into the evolution of SARS-CoV-2. In addition to providing confirming
evidence for the horseshoe bat as its zoonotic origin, we identify several ancestral recombination
events that merit further study.

1 Introduction
Phylogenetic analysis of the first available sequence from Wuhan, China placed SARS-CoV-2 in
the Sarbecovirus subgenus of Betacoronavirus (Wu et al., 2020), and several subsequent studies
have investigated its evolutionary origins (Andersen et al., 2020; Boni et al., 2020; Lytras et al.,
2022). SARS-CoV-2 shares 96% sequence similarity to bat Sarbecovirus RaTG13, and the two
viruses form a clade distinct from other SARS-related coronaviruses, suggesting that the SARS-
CoV-2 lineage may have its zoonotic origins in bats (Zhou et al., 2020). Pangolins have also
been suggested as possible hosts (Lam et al., 2020), though later studies have shown that, while
pangolins are natural reservoirs of Betacoronaviruses, SARS-CoV-2 likely did not evolve directly
from pangolin coronavirus (Liu et al., 2020; Boni et al., 2020; Lytras et al., 2022). Language mod-
els have also shown that SARS-CoV-2 is “semantically” closest to bat and next to pangolin (Hie
et al., 2021). Such analyses are of biological and societal interest, as identifying the source of the
virus may help inform future outbreaks of viruses with zoonotic origins.

Many viruses, including coronaviruses, undergo frequent recombination (Forni et al., 2017;
Masters et al., 2013), which complicates phylogenetic analysis (Patiño-Galindo et al., 2020). More-
over, phylogenetic inference is susceptible to several sources of uncertainty, many of which are
exacerbated by recombination between viral genomes. Thus, a common step in the study of viral
evolution is to infer recombination, which is commonly done by enumerating triplets of strains
and analyzing their sequence similarity (Lole et al., 1999; Martin et al., 2015). This approach
works well when recombination occurs infrequently (relative to the rate of evolution) and mostly
between extant strains (Figure 1a). However, as the number of strains grows and recombination oc-
curs multiple times within a lineage, recombination becomes difficult to infer from direct sequence
comparison alone (Figure 1b).

Recombination in viruses is similar to gene conversion in that it generally results in the one-
sided transfer of genetic material from a donor genome to a recipient genome, rather than an
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“exchange” of genetic material between the two recombining genomes (Pérez-Losada et al., 2015).
Thus, we reasoned that methods for studying horizontal gene transfer (HGT) in prokaryotes could
potentially be useful for inferring recombination in viruses. Despite advances in horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) detection (Section 4), these methods have rarely been used to study viral genome
evolution or recombination.

In this work, we describe a step-by-step computational protocol, virDTL, for analyzing viral
evolution in the presence of recombination. virDTL newly leverages Duplication-Transfer-Loss
(DTL) reconciliation, a powerful computational technique used to study horizontal gene transfer
in prokaryotes (Tofigh, 2009; Gorbunov and Liubetskii, 2009; Doyon et al., 2010; Tofigh et al.,
2011; David and Alm, 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Bansal et al., 2012; Stolzer et al., 2012; Szollosi
et al., 2012, 2013; Bansal et al., 2013; Scornavacca et al., 2013; Libeskind-Hadas et al., 2014;
Sjostrand et al., 2014; Scornavacca et al., 2015; Jacox et al., 2016; Bansal et al., 2018; Kordi and
Bansal, 2019), to gain insights into viral evolution and recombination (Figure 1c). In addition,
virDTL addresses common sources of HGT inference error and uncertainty under recombination
by carefully constructing the strain tree and by using resampling and error-correction methods.
virDTL addresses some of the key difficulties traditionally associated with viral evolutionary anal-
ysis, such as systematic, large-scale identification of ancestral recombination events and precise
phylogenetic identification of the recombining strains, and can help virologists and epidemiolo-
gists better understand viral evolution and easily infer recombination events.

We demonstrate the utility of virDTL by using it to investigate viral recombination in the
Sarbecovirus subgenus. Specifically, we ran virDTL on 54 Sarbecovirus genomes from 4 host
species, including the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, and assessed its ability to recover recom-
binations between leaf strains and discover new ancestral recombinations (Section 3). We identify
226 plausible leaf-to-leaf (i.e., between sampled strains) and 362 plausible ancestral HGTs across
all gene families, and identify 8 well-supported HGTs of potential relevance to SARS-CoV-2 evo-
lution, including 3 in the well-studied spike and nucleocapsid gene families. We use the popular
sequence similarity tool SimPlot (Lole et al., 1999) to validate our protocol on a subset of leaf-
to-leaf HGTs and explore several case studies where our DTL-reconciliation-based approach en-
ables inference of viral recombination. Among other results, our analysis supports the previously-
proposed hypothesis that similarity between the SARS-CoV-2 and pangolin strains arose due to a
recombination between the immediate ancestor of SARS-CoV-2 and RaTG13 (i.e., involving the
shared parent edge of SARS-CoV-2 and RaTG13 in our strain tree) and an ancestral pangolin viral
strain (Boni et al., 2020).

Lastly, we identify and discuss the strengths and limitations of the proposed reconciliation-
based approach, contrast virDTL with widely-used sequence-similarity based approaches such as
SimPlot (Lole et al., 1999) and RDP (Martin et al., 2015), and compare our protocol against two
recent approaches used to investigate recombination in coronaviruses using phylogenetic reconcil-
iation, developed in parallel and independently from this work (Fu et al., 2020; Makarenkov et al.,
2021) (Section 4).
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Overview of virDTL
The virDTL protocol is designed to infer recombination in viruses while minimizing the impact of
key sources of error (Figure 1c). We describe the key steps below.

1. Strain tree reconstruction and selection. Since viruses are frequently impacted by substan-
tial recombination, virDTL first identifies non-recombinant or minimally-recombinant ge-
nomic regions that could be used to reconstruct credible strain trees. It then further analyzes
candidate strain trees to identify a single, minimally recombinant strain tree. virDTL uses
BEAST (Suchard et al., 2018) to construct a dated candidate strain tree using DNA sequences
from the identified region of the genome.

2. Gene tree reconstruction and error-correction. Gene trees are often impacted by phylo-
genetic reconstruction error and uncertainty due to lack of sufficient phylogenetic signal.
virDTL minimizes the downstream impact of such error and uncertainty by error-correcting
the gene tree topologies to match the strain tree unless the sequence data confidently sup-
ports incongruence. virDTL uses RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014) for initial gene tree construc-
tion and TreeFix-DTL (Bansal et al., 2015) for error-correction. virDTL further accounts for
topological uncertainty by sampling multiple error-corrected gene trees per gene family for
reconciliation analysis.

3. Gene tree rooting. Gene trees reconstructed using standard phylogenetic approaches are un-
rooted and must be rooted prior to reconciliation analysis. Since there is often uncertainty in
rooting gene trees, virDTL uses multiple gene tree rooting approaches and assess how the re-
sulting differently rooted gene trees affect support for final evolutionary inferences. virDTL
uses OptRoot (Bansal et al., 2018) and Minimum Ancestor Deviation (MAD) rooting (Tria
et al., 2017), with OptRoot as the primary rooting method.

4. Phylogenetic reconciliation analysis. To account for ambiguity or uncertainty in phyloge-
netic reconciliation, virDTL randomly samples many optimal reconciliations per gene tree
and aggregates inferences across both reconciliation samples and gene tree samples to iden-
tify only well-supported HGTs for each gene family. virDTL uses RANGER-DTL (Bansal
et al., 2018) to sample optimal reconciliations.

5. Strain tree dating and evaluation of HGTs. virDTL dates the strain tree so that any HGTs
inferred can be evaluated for time-consistency among the participating strains, and performs
additional analysis to determine if the detected HGTs support the inference of larger recom-
bination events. virDTL uses BEAST (Suchard et al., 2018) to perform strain tree dating.

Next, we first describe our Sarbecovirus dataset and then describe the step-by-step application
of virDTL to this dataset.
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2.2 Sarbecovirus strain selection
For our analysis we selected 54 strains from the Sarbecovirus subgenus of the Betacoronavirus
genus, with 42 strains from bats, 5 from pangolins, 5 from civet cats, and 2 from humans. We
limited our strain selection to only the Sarbecovirus subgenus since genomes outside this sub-
genus, such as MERS-CoV, are generally too divergent from SARS-CoV-2 (Jungreis et al., 2021),
and analyses including such distant strains can fail to cleanly identify gene families or can result
in phylogenetic artifacts such as long branch attraction. For example, even the closest relative
outside the Sarbecovirus subgenus, Hibecovirus Bat Hp-betacoronavirus/Zhejiang2013, shows no
detectable homology across ORF6, ORF7a, ORF7b, and ORF8 (Jungreis et al., 2021). Further de-
tails on strain selection considerations and a contrast with strain selections in related studies (Boni
et al., 2020; Makarenkov et al., 2021) appear in Supplementary Section S1.

2.3 Application of virDTL to the Sarbecovirus dataset
2.3.1 Strain tree reconstruction and dating

Given the importance of strain tree accuracy on the accuracy of HGT inference through phyloge-
netic reconciliation, we investigated three candidate genomic regions to reconstruct a dated strain
tree. As a baseline, we constructed a whole genome (WG) strain tree based on a whole genome
alignment of the 54 genomes. Since coronaviruses are highly recombinant, we also selected two
putative non-recombinant regions (NRR-B [4,000-9,000 base pairs] and NRR-A [13,000-18,000
base pairs]) previously identified by Boni et al. (2020).

For each region/whole genome, we aligned the 54 sequences using Muscle v.3.8.31 (Edgar,
2004) and, following Boni et al. (2020), used BEAST v.1.10.4 (Suchard et al., 2018) to estimate a
dated strain tree (see Supplementary Section S1 for details).

The three Sarbecovirus strain trees, corresponding to NRR-A, NRR-B, and whole genome,
each had distinct topologies (Figure 2). To assess the magnitude of topological divergence between
these trees, we computed the normalized unrooted Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance (Robinson and
Foulds, 1981) and unrooted subtree prune and regraft (SPR) distance (Whidden and Matsen, 2019)
between them (Supplementary Table S2, top rows). Though several important clades appear largely
conserved across the three trees (Figure 2a), the three trees are highly divergent (RF: 0.615–0.788,
SPR: 14–19; for reference, the maximum possible RF distance between two trees is 1), suggesting
that the Sarbecovirus subgenus is influenced by substantial recombination. This result in turn
implies that the WG tree should not be directly used as the strain tree, and motivates the need for
constructing a reliable strain tree using a non-recombinant (or minimally recombinant) region.

We found a specific instance of recombination that affected the SARS-CoV-2 [Wuhan-Hu-
1] lineage to be of particular interest, as it explains a key difference in topology between the trees
inferred using NRR-A and NRR-B. Specifically, viral strains CoVZC45 and CoVZXC21 (Zhejiang
clade) are placed in a different location in each of the three strain trees (Figure 2a). In the WG strain
tree, the clade containing Wuhan-Hu-1 and RaTG13 (SC2-RaTG clade) and the clade containing
the Pangolin viral strains (Pangolin clade) are most closely related, with the Zhejiang clade as the
next closest relative. In the NRR-B strain tree, the Zhejiang and SC2-RaTG clades are sisters,
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with the Pangolin clade as the next closest relative, suggesting a recombination somewhere outside
of NRR-B. Finally, in the NRR-A strain tree, the Zhejiang clade does not group with either the
SC2-RaTG or Pangolin clades, and the two strains instead group with 3 viral strains from Hong
Kong (HKU clade).
Recombination within NRR-A and NRR-B. To assess whether recombination might affect the
NRR-A and NRR-B trees, we constructed phylogenies for 1000-base pair windows with a 500-
base pair offset along the entire length of the genome. We then computed the average internal pair-
wise RF and SPR distances between all window trees within 5000-base pair genomic regions, and
similarly computed the average internal pairwise distance between trees in each non-recombinant
region (Supplementary Table S2, bottom rows). We find that average RF and SPR distances within
NRR-B (0.487 and 11.98, respectively) are smaller than within NRR-A (0.595 and 13.82, respec-
tively) and also smaller than all other 5000-base pair regions along the length of the genome (dis-
tances ranging between 0.521–0.580 and 12.57–13.60, respectively). Higher average internal RF
and SPR distances indicates increased phylogenetic incongruency between windows within each
region, suggesting a higher level of recombination within that region.
Recombination across NRR-A. We performed further analysis to determine if the discrepancy
in NRR-A and NRR-B strain tree topologies is a result of recombination in the putative NRR-A.
Specifically, using the NRR-B tree as our viral strain tree, we found evidence for an ancestral HGT
between the immediate ancestor of the Zhejiang clade and an ancestor of the HKU clades (Fig-
ure 2d). This HGT is further supported by sequence similarity. Using SimPlot (Lole et al., 1999),
we compared a query of Zhejiang 2017 [CoVZC45] against SARS-CoV-2 [Wuhan-Hu-1], Yunnan
2013 [RaTG13] and the three Hong Kong strains HKU3 1, HKU3 7, and HKU3 12. While Zhe-
jiang 2017 is most similar to the SC2-RaTG clade for most of the genome, it is more similar to
the HKU clade between 11,857 and 20,677 base pairs, which contains NRR-A (Figure 2c). We
note that this HGT was not inferred using the MAD-rooted gene tree. Nonetheless, the similarity
between the Zhejiang and HKU clades in this region indicates that recombination has in fact oc-
curred in NRR-A, making it unsuitable to construct a strain tree using this part of the genome. This
finding is consistent with the conclusions of Boni et al. (2020), where they note that the Zhejiang
clade needed to be removed to maintain a clean non-recombinant signal in this region.

Given that (i) the whole genome tree is generally unreliable as a strain tree for reconciliation
analysis due to widespread recombination across the genome, (ii) NRR-A is far less internally
consistent than NRR-B and, (iii) a major topological discrepancy in the NRR-A tree is likely
the result of an ancestral recombination, we used the NRR-B tree as our viral strain tree for the
remainder of our analyses.

2.3.2 Gene tree reconstruction, error-correction, and rooting

The Sarbecovirus genome comprises 4 well-characterized structural genes which construct the
viral spike, envelope, membrane, and nucleocapsid proteins, and 7 open reading frames which act
as accessory factors (Figure 2b). The largest open reading frame, ORF1ab, comprises the replicase-
transcriptase complex displayed as two polyproteins (ORF1a and ORF1b), which synthesize 16
non-structural proteins by three viral proteases (Graham et al., 2008; Khailany et al., 2020; Kim
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et al., 2020). The smaller open reading frames, near the 3’ end of the genomes, encode proteins
hypothesized to interact with a diverse array of host biological pathways (Gordon et al., 2020).

We constructed gene trees for each of the 11 gene families (Figure 2b). While most strains
in our dataset were already annotated with genes from all 11 gene families, some were not and
some of the unannotated genes had to be extracted using genome alignments. Further details on
gene family construction appear in Supplementary Section S1. For each gene family, we aligned
nucleotide gene sequences using Muscle v.3.8.31 (Edgar, 2004) and then reconstructed gene trees
using RAxML v.8.2.11 (Stamatakis, 2014) using 100 fast bootstrap replicates under a GTR+Γ
substitution model.

We minimized gene tree reconstruction error by error-correcting each RAxML gene tree using
TreeFix-DTL (Bansal et al., 2015) with default parameters. TreeFix-DTL is a gene tree error-
correction tool that aims to find a “statistically equivalent” gene tree topology that minimizes
the DTL reconciliation cost against a given species/strain tree. TreeFix-DTL has been shown to
be highly effective in error-correcting gene trees, leading to a substantial reduction in the num-
ber of false positive HGTs (Bansal et al., 2015). Since each run of TreeFix-DTL can result in
a slightly different estimate of the error-corrected gene tree, we applied TreeFix-DTL 10 times
to each RAxML gene tree and used all 10 error-corrected gene trees for each gene family in our
analysis. Thus, each gene family is represented not by 1 gene tree but by 10, helping to account
for potential uncertainty in inferring gene tree topologies. Note that TreeFix-DTL is only used for
gene tree inference, not for reconciliation analysis. Reconciliations are computed in a subsequent
step as described in Section 2.3.3.

To account for uncertainty in gene tree rooting, we rooted each error-corrected gene tree using
two different methods, OptRoot (Bansal et al., 2018), which seeks a rooting that minimizes the
DTL reconciliation cost between the gene tree and species/strain tree, and Minimum Ancestor
Deviation (MAD) rooting (Tria et al., 2017), which roots the gene tree at the edge that minimizes
the mean relative deviation from the molecular clock. These two rooting methods have been shown
to be among the most accurate for prokaryotic gene families (Wade et al., 2020). By default, we
report results based on OptRoot-rooted gene trees, but all HGTs are supported by MAD-rooted
gene trees unless otherwise stated.

2.3.3 Reconciliation analysis and accounting for HGT inference uncertainty

We reconciled each of the rooted, error-corrected gene trees (10 per gene family) to the NRR-
B strain tree using RANGER-DTL 2.0 (Bansal et al., 2018) with default parameters. Since there
often exist multiple equally optimal DTL reconciliations of a given gene tree and strain tree (Bansal
et al., 2013), we uniformly random sampled (with replacement) 100 optimal reconciliations (per
rooting) for each pair of gene and strain trees. Such uniform random sampling makes it possible to
assign a support value to each inferred HGT event based on how frequently that event is inferred
among all optimal DTL reconciliations. These support values can then be used to distinguish
between HGTs that are well-supported by DTL reconciliation, despite multiple optima, and those
that are not.
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3 Results

3.1 Recombination occurs frequently in Sarbecoviruses
Recall that we account for topological uncertainty and reconciliation uncertainty by reconstructing
10 error-corrected gene trees per gene family and, for each rooting, sampling 100 optimal DTL
reconciliations for each gene tree. Thus, an inferred HGT can have a maximum support of 1000.
Using OptRoot-rooted gene trees, we inferred a total of 1530 HGTs, with a support of at least 1,
across all gene families. Among these, we consider an HGT to be supported if it is found in at least
100 samples and we identified 588 such HGTs (61.6 percentile). Of these 588 supported HGTs,
226 are leaf-to-leaf, 115 are ancestor-to-ancestor, and 247 involve an ancestral node and a leaf.
We also identify the set of 78 highly supported HGTs with support at least 500 (94.9 percentile),
as well as the set of top-25 HGTs, each of which has a support of at least 808 (98.4 percentile).
Gene family-specific numbers appear in Supplementary Table S4. As a different rooting of the
gene tree may affect the inferred events, we verified that, of the 588 supported HGTs, 441 are also
supported using MAD rooting. Of the 78 highly supported HGTs, 71 were also supported using
MAD rooting, including all of the top-25 HGTs.

We verified that most highly supported HGTs (support at least 500) are consistent with temporal
constraints implied by the divergence times estimated on our strain tree. Note that HGTs that go
forward in time can be temporally consistent due to the existence of unsampled strains (Davin
et al., 2018), but HGTs cannot go backward in time. Specifically, we found that of the 78 highly
supported HGTs, 66 are consistent with the dating implied by the strain tree, including 24 out of
the top-25 HGTs (support at least 808). Seven additional HGTs would be time-consistent if the
donor or recipient were shifted by one branch, leaving only 5 of the 78 events as fully inconsistent.
We note that both estimating divergence time and identifying donors and recipients of HGT events
can be error-prone, and some inconsistency is therefore expected.

While a detailed analysis of all putative HGT events is beyond the scope of this work, we high-
light 8 HGTs involving the SARS-CoV-2 lineage, including a recombination in the spike gene be-
tween an ancestor of Pangolin viral strains and an ancestor of SARS-CoV-2 and Bat CoV RaTG13.
We also validate a subset of inferred leaf-to-leaf HGTs using the recombination detection tool Sim-
Plot (Lole et al., 1999), based on direct sequence comparison, and highlight additional case studies
for ancestral HGTs and HGTs with ambiguous direction. In addition, we assess the feasibility of
using inferred HGTs to detect larger recombination events spanning multiple genes.

Time-consistent HGTs with ancestral recipients and greater than 500 support are shown in
Supplementary Figure S2. We provide a full list of all inferred HGTs (Supplementary Table S3) as
well as the full strain tree with all internal nodes labeled (Supplementary Figure S1).

3.2 Recombination affects the SARS-CoV-2 lineage
Given the interest in understanding SARS-CoV-2 evolution, we used virDTL to search for recom-
binations involving the SARS-CoV-2 lineage. We inferred six highly-supported HGTs using the
default OptRoot-rooted gene trees, and two additional highly-supported HGTs using MAD-rooted
gene trees (Figure 3a). Among these events, at least two are transfers into the SARS-CoV-2 lin-
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eage and at least one is a transfer from the SARS-CoV-2 lineage; a clear direction of transfer could
not be inferred for the remaining five HGTs. All eight HGTs involved ancestors of SARS-CoV-2
(i.e., non-terminal edges leading to SARS-CoV-2) rather than SARS-CoV-2 itself, and all but 1 are
ancestor-to-ancestor HGTs (i.e., HGTs between non-terminal edges).

Most prominently, we found evidence for recent recombination in the spike gene family, be-
tween the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 (i.e., SARS-CoV-2) and RaTG13 and the immediate
ancestor of the pangolin strains. Ignoring directionality, this time-consistent transfer has a support
of 1000 using both OptRoot- and MAD-rooted gene trees; that is, it is supported by every gene
tree and reconciliation. However, support was roughly evenly split between the two directions,
with OptRoot showing support of 640 (360) and MAD showing support of 616 (384) for a transfer
from (to) the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and RaTG13. We discuss a possible cause of
this directional uncertainty later in the manuscript (Case Study: spike and nucleocapsid HGTs).
Despite directional uncertainty, this HGT supports the previously-proposed hypothesis that simi-
larity between SARS-CoV-2 and pangolin strains arose due to recombination rather than pangolins
being a possible host (Boni et al., 2020).

We also found evidence for three recombinations in the nucleocapsid gene family. One of
these HGTs is similar to the spike gene HGT discussed above. When using OptRoot (MAD), this
HGT has a support of 813 (456) from the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and RaTG13 to the
immediate ancestor of the pangolin strains and a support of <100 (444) in the reverse direction.
Given the directional uncertainty under MAD, we view the direction of this HGT as uncertain even
though our default results using OptRoot suggest that it occurred from the SARS-CoV-2 lineage to
the immediate ancestor of the pangolin strains. The second nucleocapsid HGT is a transfer from
the immediate ancestor of South Korean, Hebei, Henan, and Hubei bat strains to the immediate
ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and Zhejiang strains. This HGT is time-consistent within one branch and
is highly supported using OptRoot (715) but not MAD (< 100). The third nucleocapsid HGT
is a transfer from the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and Zhejiang strains to the immediate
ancestor of SARS-CoV, several Hong Kong and other Asian bat strains, and civet strains. While
this HGT is time-consistent, it is again only supported by OptRoot (500) and not MAD (< 100).

We also found evidence for recombination in several other gene families. One of these is a
time-consistent HGT affecting the ORF1ab gene and is similar to the previously observed HGTs
in the spike and nucleocapsid genes, between the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and RaTG13
and the immediate ancestor of the pangolin strains. While it is not supported by OptRoot-rooted
gene trees, it has an undirected support of 1000 using MAD-rooted gene trees. However, this HGT
also shows directional uncertainty, with a roughly evenly split support of 535 and 465 in the two
directions. Additionally, we found two time-consistent transfers between the outgroup of Bulgaria
and Kenyan bat strains and the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and pangolin strains. One
of these HGTs occurs in the ORF10 gene and also shows directional uncertainty, with OptRoot
showing support of 539 (261) and MAD showing support of 378 (122) for a transfer to (from) the
SARS-CoV-2 lineage. A similar HGT occurs in the envelope gene, with OptRoot showing support
of 147 (243) and MAD showing support of 500 (<100) for a transfer from (to) the SARS-CoV-2
lineage. Lastly, we found a time-inconsistent HGT in ORF1ab from the immediate ancestor of the
four pangolin strains to the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and the Zhejiang strains. We note
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that we also find several other transfers with lower but still substantial support (≥ 100) that might
warrant further investigation (Supplementary Table S3).

Interestingly, by analyzing the donors and recipients of our full list of 588 HGTs supported
using OptRoot-rooted gene trees, we found that the ancestors and nearby relatives of the SARS-
CoV-2 [Wuhan-Hu-1] genome uniformly undergo recombination less often than the rest of the
Sarbecovirus subgenus (Figure 3b). However, this observation may be an artifact of sampling
effects caused by the relatively small number of strains in this clade, and because of the low overall
diversity among these strains.

3.3 Reconciliation recovers HGTs between leaf strains
After finding evidence for recombination involving the SARS-CoV-2 lineage, we expanded our
analysis to the entire Sarbecovirus subgenus. Our analysis identified 226 supported leaf-to-leaf
HGTs (≥ 100 support) and 35 highly supported leaf-to-leaf HGTs (≥ 500 support). Among the
35 highly supported HGTs, 34 were intra-host HGTs between strains from the same host type
(e.g. bat to bat, pangolin to pangolin, etc.), and one was an inter-host HGTs between strains from
different host types (human SARS-CoV to civet C010 in ORF7a). Such leaf-to-leaf HGTs can
be orthogonally verified through a SimPlot analysis by choosing the recipient, donor, and sister
strains of both recipient and donor, as demonstrated through the following case study.

Case Study: spike gene HGT between strains from bats. We identified an HGT in the spike
gene between the strains Guangxi 2004 [Rp3, donor] and Hubei 2004 [Rm1, recipient] with a
support of 1000 (Figure 4a). For the SimPlot analysis, we selected GX2013 as the sister of Rp3
and HuB2013 as the sister of Rm1. When querying the genome of Rp3, we see high similarity
with its sister GX2013 throughout the entire length of its genome with the exception of the spike
gene region, where Rp3 is most similar to the recipient Rm1 (Figure 4b). Reciprocally, when
querying the genome of Rm1, we see that sequence similarity with HuB2013 decreases in the
region encompassing the spike gene while sequence similarity with Rp3 increases (Figure 4c).
These findings are consistent with a hypothesis in which Rm1 received Rp3’s copy of the spike
gene. Additionally, we observe that Rm1 continues to remain highly similar to Rp3 even beyond
the boundary of the spike gene. This observation could indicate a larger multi-gene recombination
event, which was not detected in our reconciliation-based analysis.

To further assess the accuracy of recombination events inferred through virDTL, we performed
similar SimPlot analyses using the donor, recipient, and recipient-sister strains to orthogonally
verify each of the five other highly supported HGTs identified by virDTL in the spike gene. Details
of this case study can be found in Supplementary Section S1.

3.4 Reconciliation reveals new ancestral HGTs
While we validate our approach on leaf-to-leaf transfers, the virDTL protocol also enables the in-
ference of ancestral recombination. Our analysis identified 115 supported and 11 highly supported
ancestor-to-ancestor HGTs, 113 supported and 14 highly supported ancestor-to-leaf HGTs, and
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134 supported and 18 highly supported leaf-to-ancestor HGTs. While ancestor-to-ancestor and
leaf-to-ancestor HGTs must correspond to an ancestral HGT, ancestor-to-leaf HGTs may in fact be
an HGT from an unsampled leaf to a sampled leaf. Among the 11 highly supported ancestor-to-
ancestor HGTs, 5 involve the SARS-CoV-2 lineage, 2 were intra-host HGTs between clades that
contain the same host type, and 9 were inter-host HGTs between clades that contain different host
types. Since SimPlot compares known sequences, it is more difficult to verify ancestral recom-
bination events through the kind of external analysis demonstrated above for leaf-to-leaf HGTs.
Despite this limitation, in the following case study, by using appropriately chosen descendants of
the ancestral donor and recipient, we demonstrate that observed genomic sequence similarity is
consistent with the inferred ancestral recombination. However, we note that post facto investiga-
tion of inferred ancestral HGTs using sequence similarity is more feasible than discovery of such
HGTs from direct sequence comparison alone.

Case Study: spike and nucleocapsid HGTs. As previously reported, we identified highly sup-
ported HGTs in the spike and nucleocapsid genes between the immediate common ancestor of
Wuhan-Hu-1 (i.e., SARS-CoV-2) and RaTG13 (hence SC2-RaTG) and the immediate ancestor of
the pangolin strains (Pangolin). The spike gene HGT shows a support value of 640 from SC2-RaTG
to Pangolin and 360 in the reverse direction when using OptRoot for gene tree rooting, and 616 and
384, respectively, when using MAD rooting. Likewise, the nucleocapsid HGT has a support of 813
from SC2-RaTG to Pangolin using OptRoot rooting but 444 in the reverse direction when using
MAD rooting. Thus, while the analysis clearly shows that recombination occurred between SC2-
RaTG and Pangolin in both the spike and nucleocapsid genes, the direction of these HGTs cannot
be unambiguously inferred through our analysis. This ambiguity in direction inference is the result
of a lack of resolution in the species tree, such that an HGT in either direction between SC2-RaTG
and Pangolin may be able to explain the corresponding gene tree topologies. Nonetheless, in this
case study we demonstrate how it may sometimes be possible to use sequence similarity to addi-
tionally support inferred ancestral HGTs. The SimPlot analysis below also suggests that both the
spike and nucleosapsid genes may have been transferred in a single recombination event.

Using Pangolin as the query, we found that the most closely related strain, the immediate ances-
tor of CoVZC45 and CoVZXC21 (Zhejiang) is more similar for much of the genome (Figure 5a),
but that SC2-RaTG becomes more similar for both the spike and regions of the nucleocapsid gene
(Figure 5c). This finding is consistent with prior literature indicating similarity between the pan-
golin strains and the SARS-CoV-2 [Wuhan-Hu-1] genome in the spike protein (Lam et al., 2020;
Zhang et al., 2020). However, our analysis suggests that this similarity can be accounted for by a
recombination between the immediate ancestor of Wuhan-Hu-1 and RaTG13 and the immediate
ancestor of the pangolin strains, which is consistent with the findings of Boni et al. (2020). The el-
evated similarity in parts of the nucleocapsid sequence is likely a result of the same recombination
event.
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3.5 Bi-directional support may suggest a third-party donor
HGT events usually have high support for a single donor-recipient direction, but we found several
HGTs that are “bi-directionally supported”, with neither strain appearing as the donor more than
60% of the time. Of the 588 inferred HGTs, 96 are bi-directionally supported, resulting in 48 pairs
of strains with roughly equal support for an HGT in either direction in a given gene family. Note
that the bi-directionally supported spike HGT between SC2-RaTG and Pangolin, identified above,
shows a 640-360 split and would therefore not be counted as bi-directionally supported using the
conservative threshold used above.

Bi-directional HGTs may arise due to a lack of resolution in the species tree where an HGT
in either direction can explain the gene tree topology equally well, as discussed in the previous
case study with the spike and nucleocapsid HGTs between SC2-RaTG and Pangolin, or due to
complex HGT scenarios where multiple HGT events occur in quick succession. The case study
below demonstrates a case where support for both directions arises when the candidate HGT oc-
curs in quick succession following another HGT from a third party. This case study also highlights
a shortcoming of using primarily direct sequence comparison based approaches such as SimPlot
and RDP for inferring such complex HGT scenarios. For instance, even the sophisticated RDP tool
requires that the user accept or reject proposed recombinations, which inform subsequent propos-
als. Thus, it lacks the ability to automatically model inference uncertainty and report ambiguous
cases. In contrast, our approach explicitly accounts for and reports uncertainty, which can highlight
ambiguous cases for further investigation.

Case study: Bi-directional HGTs. We identified an HGT in the spike gene between the strains
Yunnan 2013 [YN2013] and Guizhou 2013 [Anlong-103] (Figure 6a,b). If we do not consider
donor-recipient directionality, this HGT is supported in all 1000 samples. However, support is al-
most evenly split between each strain as the donor (503 Anlong-103, 497 YN2013). By comparing
the sequence similarity of each strain to both each other and its nearest neighbor on the strain tree
using SimPlot, we hypothesize that this directional ambiguity can be explained by the presence of
a third strain that recombined with one of YN2013 or Anlong-103, which then recombined with
the other strain.

Using Anlong-103 as the query (Figure 6c), we found that its sibling Yunnan 2014 [Rs7327]
is highly similar along the length of the genome, except in the spike region, where there is a
significant drop off in similarity. In contrast, YN2013 stays highly similar except in the variable-
loop region, where there is a slight drop off in similarity. We observe the same similarity profile
using YN2013 as the query with its sibling Yunnan 2012 [Rs4084] (Figure 6d). In the case of a
simple unidirectional HGT event, we would expect only one of these queries to be dissimilar to its
sibling.

Indeed, our HGT analysis finds third party HGTs consistent with this interpretation, with Yun-
nan 2012 [F46] as the third strain. We found unidirectional HGTs between Yunnan 2012 [F46] and
both Anlong-103 (407 support, Figure 6a) and YN2013 (393 support, Figure 6b). SimPlot analysis
supports this interpretation, with both YN2013 and Anlong-103 showing the same similarity drop-
off profile to F46 through the spike region (Figure 6e). The question of which strains recombined
first is less clear, but geography and sampling times suggest that F46 and YN2013, both sampled
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in Yunnan province, could have recombined first followed by the recombination between YN2013
and Anlong-103 (Figure 6b).

3.6 Recombination occurs across gene boundaries
Our reconciliation-based approach infers HGT events independently for each gene family. How-
ever, multiple such “HGTs” may result from a single recombination event across gene boundaries.
To investigate this possibility, we assumed a null hypothesis that HGTs are not correlated across
genes and assessed the frequency of HGT in adjacent gene families. Specifically, we assessed the
p-value of seeing at least t HGTs in a window of w adjacent genes among the inferred donor-
recipient pairs (Supplementary Table S5). Here, we treat HGTs as undirected edges, with the HGT
support values aggregated across both directions to account for areas of directional uncertainty.
We establish the null hypothesis that genes are not transferred in groups, assuming a binomial dis-
tribution, where the number of trials n is the number of strain pairs in our data set with at least t
HGTs, and a success corresponds to a strain pair with at least t HGTs in at least one window of size
w. To obtain the null probability of success π, we randomly permuted the gene ordering 500,000
times and independently randomly selected a pair of strains. Out of all pairs of strains with at least
t HGTs, we calculated π as the fraction of those that fit the window condition described above.
We then computed the probability of seeing at least k successes from our random permutations of
gene order. We investigated several combinations of (w, t) and rejected the null hypothesis at a
significance level of α = 0.007 (after Bonferonni correction for 7 tests) for (w, t) = (2, 2), but
failed to do so for larger window sizes or more HGTs. This result suggests that HGTs in adjacent
pairs of gene families between two strains are likely due to a single recombination event. Thus,
it should be possible to combine inferred individual HGTs with gene adjacency information to
identify larger recombination regions.

4 Discussion of virDTL and Related Approaches
Many existing analyses of viral recombination often rely on direct sequence comparison alone,
using tools such as SimPlot (Lole et al., 1999) and RDP (Martin et al., 2015). While such tools
can identify recombinant strains and recombinant regions within those strains, they typically re-
quire a combinatorial exploration of query and reference sequences against which to compare the
proposed recombinant and are not well suited for detecting ancestral recombinations. Their results
are also hard to interpret when the strain lineages being analyzed have been affected by multi-
ple successive recombination events. Additionally, they are unable to capture the uncertainty that
arises from HGTs occurring in rapid succession in a single lineage. These tools thus work well for
investigating recent recombination events in specific strains of interest, but they are difficult to use
when one wants to systematically detect ancestral recombination events and precisely identify the
recombining ancestral strains.

There have been two recent investigations of HGT and recombination in coronaviruses using
phylogenetic reconciliation approaches (Fu et al., 2020; Makarenkov et al., 2021) (performed in-
dependently in parallel to the current work). Fu et al. (2020) used DTL reconciliation to infer
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inter-host HGT events using approximately 400 coronavirus genomes, including alpha, beta, delta,
and gamma coronaviruses from a variety of host species. The authors identified 5 gene clusters
that were generally well-conserved among the considered genomes, used their concatenated align-
ments to reconstruct a coronavirus phylogeny, and reconciled it with gene trees from 20 protein
families found in at least 30% of the genomes using the DTL reconciliation software RANGER-
DTL (Bansal et al., 2018). The resulting reconciliations were used to identify the host species that
were most likely to engage in cross-host-species recombination of coronaviruses. Makarenkov
et al. (2021) used phylogenetic techniques to investigate patterns of HGT and recombination in
11 gene families from sarbecoviruses. In particular, the authors use the HGT detection program
T-Rex (Boc et al., 2012), based on bipartition dissimilarity between a strain tree and gene trees,
to identify partial- and full-gene HGTs. While these investigations illustrate the potential of using
phylogenetic reconciliation for studying viral evolution, neither adequately addresses key sources
of HGT inference error and uncertainty, likely leading to decreased accuracy and spurious events.
For instance, the analysis of Fu et al. (2020) does not account for gene tree error and inference
uncertainty, rooting uncertainty, and reconciliation uncertainty.

Our approach also differs significantly from that of Makarenkov et al. (2021), where key dif-
ferences in methodology lead to several differences in inferred events. For example, Makarenkov
et al. use a single whole-genome phylogeny as their betacoronavirus strain tree, which, as our
analysis suggests, has likely been affected by substantial recombination (Section 2.3.1). While we
infer transfers of the spike and nucleocapsid genes between the SC2-RaTG clade and the Guangxi
pangolin clade, Makarenkov et al. instead infer transfers between RaTG13 to Guangxi pangolin.
While our analyses differ by one branch, Makarenkov et al. only infer a transfer because they
include Guangdong pangolins. That is, their analysis might not have identified a transfer using our
set of species, which highlights the potential increased sensitivity of our approach. Makarenkov
et al. also do not infer transfers of the nucleocapsid gene between SC2-Zhejiang and more dis-
tant relatives. This discrepancy is likely due to the differences in species tree topology, where
Makarenkov et al. place the Zhiejiang clade as the outgroup of the SC2-RaTG-pangolin lineage.
However, based on sequence similarity, it is likely that the Zhiejiang clade is a sister clade to
SC2-RaTG clade as suggested by the NRR-B species tree. At the same time, Makarenkov et al.
infer several gene transfers that we do not find in our analysis. For example, they postulate partial
gene transfers of ORF1ab and membrane genes between the Zhejiang clade and SC2-RaTG clade
and complete gene transfers of ORF3a, ORF8, and ORF10 between an ancestor of Guangdong
pangolins and Wuhan-Hu-1 and the Zhejiang clade. These events would likely not occur using a
non-recombinant strain tree such as our NRR-B tree, which places the Zhejiang clade as a sister
clade to SC2-RaTG. In addition, while Makarenkov et al. do implicitly consider gene tree infer-
ence uncertainty, by considering bootstrap values along gene tree edges to assign support values
for inferred HGT events, they do not perform gene tree error-correction, which has been shown to
result in significant improvements in downstream HGT inference accuracy (Sjostrand et al., 2014;
Bansal et al., 2015; Jacox et al., 2016). Lastly, Makarenkov et al. also use an older HGT detection
tool, T-Rex (Boc et al., 2012), which is not based on DTL reconciliation and does not explicitly
address HGT inference uncertainty due to multiple optima.
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5 Conclusion
The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 demonstrates the need to understand how novel pathogens orig-
inate by crossing species boundaries and how they adapt through recombination. In this work,
we introduce virDTL, a new computational protocol for viral recombination analysis, and use it
to provide a more complete picture of the evolutionary history of SARS-CoV-2 in particular and
sarbecoviruses in general. A key feature of virDTL is its ability to identify ancestral recombina-
tions and provide support values for each event. virDTL leverages the Duplication-Transfer-Loss
(DTL) model and accounts for multiple sources of inference uncertainty, making it a principled,
model-based approach and well-suited to analyzing rapidly-evolving RNA viruses.

Our analysis of Sarbecovirus evolutionary history lends additional support to the growing body
of work that suggests horseshoe bats as the most recent zoonotic origin of the SARS-CoV-2 lin-
eage. Similarity of the ribosome binding domain (RBD) of the spike protein between SARS-CoV-2
and several pangolin strains has led to the hypothesis of an intermediate pangolin reservoir for the
virus (Lam et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). However, our analysis suggests that this similarity
is due to a recombination event between the immediate ancestor of SARS-CoV-2 [Wuhan-Hu-1]
and RaTG13 and the immediate ancestor of the Guangxi pangolins. Sequence evolution through
mutations or recombination with an unsampled strain would account for the divergence of RaTG13
in this region, consistent with the observations of Boni et al. (2020).

Our approach has several limitations that are worth noting. Most importantly, we analyze each
gene family separately and thus cannot infer recombination events that affect only parts of genes.
Moreover, uncertainly and error in HGT inference and in assigning donors and recipients can
make it difficult to infer larger recombination events that affect multiple genes. These limitations
can be partially addressed by using a window-based analysis, rather than a gene-based analysis,
but small windows risk having too little meaningful phylogenetic signal while large windows risk
averaging over several different overlapping recombination events. Recently, Lytras et al. (2022)
used the recombination detection tool GARD (Kosakovsky Pond et al., 2006) to identify 21 plau-
sible recombination breakpoints in a selection of Sarbecovirus genomes, resulting in 22 putative
recombination-free regions. Phylogenies constructed for these 22 regions were then analyzed to
identify recombination patterns. A similar approach could be employed with virDTL, applying it
to identified recombination-free regions rather than to individual gene families. Another limita-
tion of our approach and analysis is that it ignores low-support HGTs. Low-support HGTs cannot
be disregarded altogether, especially when the strains being analyzed contain short genes. Short
genes, such as the envelope, ORF7b, and ORF10 gene families in our Sarbecovirus analysis, often
have less phylogenetic signal and thus more uncertain gene tree topologies and inferred events.
A closer analysis of low-support HGTs, especially those affecting short genes, may thus lead to
additional evolutionary insights.

Data Access

All genomic data (Sarbecovirus genomes) underlying this article were downloaded from the NCBI
sequence database (NCBI Resource Coordinators, 2018) and are publicly available. The strain
trees and gene trees used in our analysis, along with scripts implementing many aspects of the
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virDTL protocol, are freely available at https://github.com/suz11001/virDTL, with
an archival version available on Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5247195.
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Figure 1: virDTL enables inference of ancestral recombination. The figure shows a cartoon
example of the virDTL pipeline applied to a toy dataset containing viruses from three civet cats,
two pangolins, two bats, and one human. (a) Commonly-used tools such as Simplot and RDP are
well-suited to inferring recent recombinations between strains of interest, where the recombination
signal is clear in the sequence similarity profile. (b) However, in cases where recombination has
occurred between ancestral strains, and multiple recombinations have occurred in a single lineage,
if becomes significantly more difficult to disentangle the sequence similarity signal to infer all re-
combinations. (c) Our model-based computational protocol, virDTL, takes into account the entire
evolutionary history of a gene family, including several sources of inference uncertainty. A cred-
ible strain tree is estimated using non-recombinant regions of the genome, and multiple gene tree
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In addition to accounting for gene tree topological and rooting uncertainty, we reconcile the same
gene tree and species tree multiple times to capture the full landscape of uncertainty in inferring
recombination. 21
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Figure 2: Overview of Sarbecovirus genome evolution. (a) We reconstructed three candidate
strain trees from the whole genome and two putative non-recombinant regions A (13,000 - 18,000
base pairs) and B (4,000 - 9,000 base pairs). Their topologies differ substantially, especially in the
SARS-CoV-2 lineage, which suggests that the evolution of SARS-CoV-2 was impacted by recom-
bination. We define 4 clades, Zhejiang (green), SC2-RaTG (orange), Pangolin (purple) and HKU
(blue) and show the tree inferred using each region of the genome. (b) The Sarbecovirus genome
comprises 4 well-characterized structural genes which construct the viral spike, envelope, mem-
brane, and nucleocapsid proteins, as well as several open reading frames which encode accessory
factors. The spike and nucleocapsid genes are highlighted in red and pink, respectively, as they
appear in several ancestral recombinations (Figure 5). (c) Sequence similarity along the genome
using SimPlot. Using Zhejiang clade sequences as query, we compare with the SC2-RaTG and
HKU clades. For the majority of the genome, SC2-RaTG is more similar to Zhejiang. Between
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A time-consistent HGT to the ancestor of the three HKU strains (darker gray) similarly explains
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Figure 3: HGTs involving the SARS-CoV-2 lineage. (a) We inferred eight highly supported
(with a support of at least 500) HGTs which involve an ancestor of SARS-CoV-2 [Wuhan-Hu-1].
Support values are shown for the OptRoot-rooted gene trees (solid lines) or MAD-rooted gene trees
(dashed lines), with one transfer (spike) inferred using both rootings. Smaller arrow heads indicate
there exists an HGT with at least 100 support in the reverse direction using gene trees rooted with
either method, suggesting directional uncertainty. (b) We found a strong correlation between the
number of leaves in a clade and the number of HGTs identified in that clade (Pearson’s R2 = 0.99).
However, for every ancestral strain in the SARS-CoV-2 lineage and related clades (highlighted by
larger, colored points), the number of HGTs in that clade is much lower than would be expected
for their size. This paucity of HGTs is likely due to sampling effects, as these strains are more
distantly related to the rest of the Sarbecovirus strains in the analysis.23
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Figure 4: Highly supported leaf-to-leaf HGTs are consistent with sequence similarity. We
present a case study of a leaf-to-leaf HGT between the donor Rp3 (orange) and recipient Rm1
(green). (a) The inferred HGT from Rp3 to Rm1 in the spike gene has a support of 1000, shown on
a subtree of the full species tree. (b) Sequence similarity of the donor Rp3 to its sibling GX2013
(purple) and the recipient Rm1. Rp3 and GX2013 are highly similar throughout the length of
the genome, and Rm1 is more divergent throughout but equally similar in the spike region. (c)
Sequence similarity of the recipient Rm1 to its sibling HuB2013 (blue) and the donor Rp3. Rm1
and HuB2013 are highly similar throughout the length of the genome except in the spike region,
where Rm1 has received genetic material from Rp3. Thus, Rp3 and Rm1 are more similar in the
spike region.
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Figure 6: Pairs of strains with bi-directional HGTs suggest the presence of a third party
donor. We present a case study of an inferred HGT between Anlong-103 (yellow) and YN2013
(blue) in the spike gene family, with support of (a) 503 in the forward direction and (b) 497 in the
backward direction. Such bi-directional support suggests strong evidence that an HGT occurred
and a third-party was involved, but ambiguity as to the direction of the HGT. We found support
for HGTs (a) from F46 to Anlong-103 (407 support) and (b) from F46 to YN2013 (393 support).
(c) and (d) show Simplot analysis demonstrating both Anlong-103 and YN2013 are significantly
different from their respective siblings (RS7327, green, and Rs4084, magenta) in the spike gene.
(e) Simplot analysis shows that both Anlong-103 and YN2013 are equally similar to a putative
third-party donor F46 (black).
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Supplementary Material

S1 Supplementary Text

Selection of Sarbecovirus strains
Our choice of the 54 Sarbecovirus strains was driven by two considerations. First, we wanted to
sample broadly from available Sarbecovirus whole genomes in order to adequately capture strain
diversity, and second, we wanted to include strains with potential relevance for SARS-CoV-2 evo-
lution. Accordingly, we started with the collection of 44 broadly sampled Sarbecovirus strains (one
SARS-CoV-2 strain, one SARS-CoV strain, and 42 strains from bats) used in Jungreis et al. (2021),
and augmented that collection with strains hosted in civet cats and pangolins due to their proposed
role as zoonotic origins for the SARS (2003) (Guan et al., 2003) and SARS-CoV-2 (2019) (Zhang
et al., 2020) pandemics. A complete list of the chosen strains is available in Supplementary Ta-
ble S1. For each strain, the complete genome sequence was obtained from the NCBI sequence
database (NCBI Resource Coordinators, 2018).

Throughout this study, we reference results of Boni et al. (2020) and Makarenkov et al. (2021).
Boni et al. include 19 strains in their analysis that we leave out, including 279 2005, JL2012,
JTMC15, SX2013, Rs4874, RsSHC014, Rs3367, Longquan 140, HKU3-[2-6,8-11,13], and Pangolin-
CoV. As these strains have a close relative HKU-3-[1,7,12] that is included in our analysis, and the
strains do not represent new hosts, their exclusion should not alter results substantially. We include
two additional strains, 16BO133 and 273 2005. Makarenkov et al. includes 6 strains that we leave
out, including Guangdong Pangolin 1 2019, Guangdong Pangolin P2S 2019, HKU3-6, and three
SARS-CoV-2 strains (Australia VIC231 2020, USA UT 00346 2020, Hu Italy TE4836 2020). As
mentioned in Makarenkov et al., the SARS-CoV-2 strains are very similar and therefore do not add
further information to the analysis.

Strain tree reconstruction using BEAST
We estimated a dated strain tree for each of the three aligned regions/whole genome using BEAST
v.1.10.4 (Suchard et al., 2018). Following Boni et al. (2020), we used a GTR+Γ substitution
model and an uncorrelated relaxed clock model with a log-normal distribution. We used a normal
distribution with mean 0.00078 and standard deviation 0.0003 as an informative rate prior, based on
estimated rates for MERS-CoV (Boni et al., 2020), and ran BEAST until chains were sufficiently
mixed, generally for more than 10 million iterations, with effective sample sizes greater than 100
for branch lengths and root ages. We rooted each strain tree using the outgroup containing the
strains from Bulgaria 2008 [BM48-31] and Kenya 2007 [BtKY72], which were identified in Boni
et al. (2020) as the most evolutionarily distant strains. Given the rooted strain trees, we again
ran BEAST until chains were sufficiently mixed, using topology-preserving operations only to
estimate divergence times for each ancestral strain.
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Construction of gene families
For each annotated gene, we extracted and used the longest protein sequence for that gene. For
strains that did not have all 11 genes annotated, we aligned their full genome to the longest anno-
tated gene sequence among other strains and extracted the overlapping alignment. Almost all gene
families, with the exception of ORF1ab, spike, and nucleocapsid, were unannotated in at least one
strain. Using this approach, we were able to confidently identify the missing genes for an addi-
tional 5 gene families, resulting in a total of 8 complete gene families (with one gene from each of
these gene families present in each strain). Two of the gene families, ORF10 and ORF6, could not
be detected in strains KJ473815.1 and KJ473816.1. Finally, ORF8, which was initially annotated
in only 31 of the 54 strains, could not be detected in 10 strains.

Orthogonal verification of spike HGTs using Simplot
We assessed the accuracy of additional recombination events inferred through virDTL using Sim-
Plot. Specifically, we used SimPlot to analyse the donor, recipient, and recipient-sister strains to
orthogonally verify each of the five other highly supported HGTs identified by virDTL in the spike
gene. The spike gene is a good candidate for such a SimPlot analysis since it is sufficiently long
for recombinations to be easily visible and interpretable. We find a clear signal for recombination
in the spike gene for each of the five cases (Figure S3). In three of the cases (F46 to Rf4092,
Rs4081 to YN2018D, and Anlong-103 to YN2013), the recombination affects predominantly the
spike gene region. In the other two cases (Jiyuan 84 to HeB2013 and Rs9401 to Rs7327), the
donor sequence is more similar to the recipient sequence along the majority of the genome. Possi-
ble explanations include that the spike gene HGT may be part of a larger recombination event, that
the spike gene HGT may be an artifact of incorrect placement of the affected strains in the strain
tree, or that the recipient sister sequence has undergone rapid evolution. Analysis of the sequences
and dated species tree suggest the latter is more likely for the transfer from Jiyuan 84 to HeB2013,
while the transfer from Rs9401 to Rs7327 is more likely due to a multi-gene recombination.
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S2 Supplementary Figures and Tables
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Figure S1: Full strain tree (NRR-B) and internal node labels.
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Figure S2: Highly-supported time-consistent HGTs in the Sarbecovirus subgenus. Time-
consistent HGTs with an ancestral recipient and greater than 500 support are shown on a dated
strain tree. Support values are shown for OptRoot-rooted gene trees, with transfers in the spike
(red) and nucleocapsid genes (pink) highlighted. Smaller arrows indicate there also exists an HGT
with at least 100 support in the reverse direction, suggesting directional uncertainty. All HGTs
shown are also supported using MAD-rooted gene trees except one transfer in the nucleocapsid
and one in the membrane (dashed lines).
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Figure S3: SimPlot Validation of leaf-to-leaf HGTs. Part (a): SimPlot for highly supported leaf-
to-leaf HGT in the spike gene family from F46 to Rf4092. Figure continued on next page.
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Figure S3: SimPlot Validation of leaf-to-leaf HGTs. Part (b): SimPlot for highly supported leaf-
to-leaf HGT in the spike gene family from Rs9401 to Rs7327. Figure continued on next page.
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Figure S3: SimPlot Validation of leaf-to-leaf HGTs. Part (c): SimPlot for highly supported leaf-
to-leaf HGT in the spike gene family from Jiyuan 84 to HeB2013. Figure continued on next page.
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Figure S3: SimPlot Validation of leaf-to-leaf HGTs. Part (d): SimPlot for highly supported leaf-
to-leaf HGT in the spike gene family from Rs4081 to YN2018D. Figure continued on next page.
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Figure S3: SimPlot Validation of leaf-to-leaf HGTs. Part (e): SimPlot for highly supported leaf-
to-leaf HGT in the spike gene family from Anlong-103 to YN2013.
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Table S1: List of strains included in analysis.

Short ID NCBI Accession Host Species Collection Region Collection Year
Wuhan-Hu-1 NC045512 Human Hubei 2019
SARS-CoV NC004718 Human Toronto 2003
RaTG13 MN996532 Bat Yunnan 2013
CoVZC45 MG772933 Bat Zhejiang 2017
CoVZXC21 MG772934 Bat Zhejiang 2015
WIV16 KT444582 Bat Yunnan 2013
Rs4231 KY417146 Bat Yunnan 2013
YN2018B MK211376 Bat Yunnan 2016
Rs7327 KY417151 Bat Yunnan 2014
Rs9401 KY417152 Bat Yunnan 2015
Rs4084 KY417144 Bat Yunnan 2012
WIV1 KF367457 Bat Yunnan 2012
F46 KU973692 Bat Yunnan 2012
Rf4092 KY417145 Bat Yunnan 2012
YN2013 KJ473816 Bat Yunnan 2013
Anlong-103 KY770858 Bat Guizhou 2013
Rs4081 KY417143 Bat Yunnan 2012
Rs4255 KY417149 Bat Yunnan 2013
YN2018D MK211378 Bat Yunnan 2016
Rs672 FJ588686 Bat Guizhou 2006
YN2018C MK211377 Bat Yunnan 2016
As6526 KY417142 Bat Yunnan 2014
Rs4247 147 KY417147 Bat Yunnan 2013
Rs4247 148 KY417148 Bat Yunnan 2013
YN2018A MK211375 Bat Yunnan 2016
Rp3 DQ071615 Bat Guangxi 2004
YNLF 31C KP886808 Bat Yunnan 2013
GX2013 KJ473815 Bat Guangxi 2013
LYRa11 KF569996 Bat Yunnan 2011
CpY11 JX993988 Bat Yunnan 2011
SC2018 MK211374 Bat Sichuan 2016
HuB2013 KJ473814 Bat Hubei 2013
Rm1 DQ412043 Bat Hubei 2004
16BO133 KY938558 Bat South Korea 2016
Rf1 DQ412042 Bat Hubei 2004
273 2005 DQ648856 Bat Hubei 2004
HeB2013 KJ473812 Bat Hebei 2013
Jiyuan 84 KY770860 Bat Henan 2012
RpS11 JX993987 Bat Shaanxi 2011
HKU3 7 GQ153542 Bat Hong Kong 2009
HKU3 1 DQ022305 Bat Hong Kong 2005
HKU3 12 GQ153547 Bat Hong Kong 2009
BtKY72 KY352407 Bat Kenya 2007
BM48-31 NC014470 Bat Bulgaria 2008
P2V MT072864 Pangolin Guangxi 2018
P5E MT040336 Pangolin Guangxi 2017
P5L MT040335 Pangolin Guangxi 2017
P1E MT040334 Pangolin Guangxi 2017
P4L MT040333 Pangolin Guangxi 2017
C007 AY572034 Palm Civet Guangdong 2004
A022 AY686863 Palm Civet Guangdong 2004
C020 AY572038 Palm Civet Guangdong 2004
C010 AY572035 Palm Civet Guangdong 2004
B039 AY686864 Palm Civet Guangdong 2004
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Table S2: Three candidate strain trees are highly divergent. (Top) The relatively high Robinson-
Foulds (RF) and subtree prune and regraft (SPR) distances between pairs of strain trees indicates
substantial differences between tree topologies, and suggest that substantial recombination has oc-
curred throughout the Sarbecovirus subgenus. This result motivates the need for constructing a
reliable strain tree using a non-recombinant region. (Bottom) We report the average normalized
RF distance and SPR distance between trees constructed within a genomic region. We divided the
genome into 5000-base pair regions and divided each region into 1000-base pair windows with a
500-base pair offset, reconstructed a phylogeny on each such window using RAxML, and com-
puted all pairwise RF and SPR distances between the windows within each region. We show the
average internal pairwise RF and SPR distances for each 5000-base pair region and compare to
the average internal pairwise RF and SPR distances for the two putative non-recombinant regions.
NRR-B is more internally consistent than other genomic regions, which suggests less recombi-
nation in this region and motivates its use as our strain tree for reconciliation. SPR distances were
estimated using the treedist package (https://rdrr.io/cran/phangorn/man/treedist.html).

Genome Region Normalized RF Distance SPR Distance
Whole Genome vs. NRR-B 0.653 18
Whole Genome vs. NRR-A 0.615 14

NRR-A vs. NRR-B 0.788 19
0 - 5000 0.521 12.57

4000 - 9000 (NRR-B) 0.487 11.98
5000 - 10000 0.522 12.79
10000 - 15000 0.567 13.60

13000 - 18000 (NRR-A) 0.595 13.82
15000 - 20000 0.580 13.56
20000 - 25000 0.550 13.08
25000 - 30000 0.565 13.29

Table S3: All HGTs with ≥ 100 support found by our analysis. See separate spreadsheet.
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Table S4: Number of HGTs per gene family. For each gene family, we show the alignment
length and the number of HGT events found at varying levels of support: at least 100 (61.6 per-
centile), at least 500 (94.9 percentile), and at least 808 (98.4 percentile).

Gene Family Alignment
Length (bp)

HGTs
≥ 100 support ≥ 500 support ≥ 808 support

ORF1ab 21,465 42 11 3
spike 3,896 54 13 4

ORF3a 836 47 10 6
envelope 231 51 0 0

membrane 687 63 11 3
ORF6 186 50 6 2
ORF7a 376 65 12 4
ORF7b 135 48 0 0
ORF8 389 68 4 1

nucleocapsid 1,271 74 9 2
ORF10 117 26 2 0
Total 588 78 25

Table S5: Inferred HGTs in adjacent gene families likely recombined in a single event. We
randomly sampled 500,000 strain pairs from our data and randomly permuted the gene family
ordering to estimate the probability π that a pair of strains with at least t supported HGTs has
at least one window of size w with t HGTs in it by random association. We then performed a
one-sided binomial test with probability of success π, k strain pairs in our data that fit the (w, t)
window condition, and n strain pairs that have at least t supported HGTs. Bold text indicates
significance at α = 0.007, after Bonferroni correction for 7 hypotheses tested. We find that when
HGTs are inferred between the same pair of strains for two adjacent gene families, they were likely
transferred together, but fail to make similar claims for larger numbers of grouped genes.

w t π n k p
2 2 0.2906 39 85 0.0007
3 2 0.4810 44 85 0.2848
3 3 0.1115 5 23 0.1053
4 3 0.2582 9 23 0.1136
4 4 0.0507 2 6 0.0336
5 4 0.1637 3 6 0.0595
5 5 0.0258 1 2 0.0509
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Table S6: Nodes with top 5% of HGTs in subtree rooted at node (normalized for size of
subtree).

Node Node In Node Out Tree In (norm) Tree Out (norm)
Rs4084 14 26 14.00 26.00
n26 9 10 16.33 17.67
n18 4 10 16.00 17.50
Rs7327 15 17 15.00 17.00
n34 8 3 12.50 19.00
SC2018 20 11 20.00 11.00
n24 5 10 17.00 14.00
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